Hello Humans - one solution is here!
Starting with only 2000 people from different groups, we are creating a liquid union
for a huge population. Such union serves its people by some channels per each
project. The project supplies specific need of the population only thorough its
channels, which are financed proportionally to the periodical vote of the people.
For more go https://www.facebook.com/liquid.unions and search "comcomist"
This way, the power over the money flow is back under the control of the people not of their representative and bureaucrats, while the people can move between the
channels without losing their union privileges and the groups integration in the union
is made without one group deciding for the others. Hence every group wins a
proportional part but No "Winner Takes All".
Such projects can be made in 4 fields, namely consumption, transportation, housing
and media, e.g. cutting some middlemen from the producers, importers or framers to
the customers: A chain of stores/restaurants benefiting preferred buyers being the
liquid union participants when are showing their personal card.
Definition: The purpose of the union is to be authentic in serving specific population
by use of its resources, services and/or products. In its articles of incorporation, the
union undertakes satisfying specific needs of the population, each need in different
project, operated and funded separately by more than one supplying channel where
● The population is additional entity to its members and its board, as the population
is set in groups of members, including at least one group for individuals ,
● The budget of each project is distributed between its channels proportionally to
the population tested periodically in the groups voting,
● Channel or project is either in active or inactive state:
●● active - only when it is satisfactory for at least one group of the population, or
●● inactive - while being without budget, but ready for funding in order to be
operational, if and when is voted for getting budget by groups who are not satisfied
from active projects or channels.
We are starting in http://wrlfg.net/
by triple form of concert /
exhibition:
Artistic, by musicians, poets,
performance artists, dj, vj on
stage and in street;
Telling , by people who share
their personal longing for, or
experience in, migrating and/or
being equal in group ; and
Realization, by finding the
people with whom to create the
groups to sign in to liquid union.

